IN-CLASS EXAM INFORMATION AND FORMAT

The Exam will have two parts: I. Identifications (30 points) and II. Short Answer (45 points). The exam is out of 75 total points. The lecture will cover only material up through Session 16.

The format of those sections will be as follows:

I. Identifications (30 points): 10 points each; choose 3 of 5; taken entirely from Exam Review sheet. For each of the terms you choose, please:

(i) Describe what the term means or refers to within the framework of the course.
(ii) Place that term in historical context. For specific historical events, individuals, or institutions, please identify the relevant historical place(s) and time(s) in which those events occurred, individuals lived, or institutions were formed or flourished. (If relevant, please try to provide some information regarding the date or time period in which the term was situated. You will not be expected to memorize every specific date, of course, but give the best indication you can – a decade, a century, etc.)
(iii) Explain the significance of that term within financial history and within the broader themes of the course.

Example: Chamber of Assurances

“The Chamber of Assurances was a new institution founded around 1600 (actually, 1598) in Amsterdam, a port city in the Dutch Republic. The Chamber was established to organize Amsterdam’s business in marine insurance. The Chamber offered insurers and their customers a site to officially register marine insurance contracts and also established regulations for insurance brokers. By making the buying and selling of insurance more transparent and organized, the Chamber aided the growth of Amsterdam’s insurance industry and contributed to the city’s further development as a commercial center. Amsterdam’s dominance in the international insurance industry became so pronounced that even traders from rival nations, like Portugal, relied heavily on the Dutch insurance market. More broadly, the Chamber is an example of a regulatory institution that contributed to market development and commercial growth by improving available information and reducing the uncertainty surrounding transactions.”

[This would be an example of a very thorough and polished answer, worth 10/10 points. Partial credit will be awarded for answers with less detail, and solid answers that do not contain such a complete level of detail might still earn 10 point. For example: An answer that included all of these main points but failed to give a date of any kind or left out any mention of broader significance might receive 8.5 or 9 points.]

Note that this was not a term we discussed particularly extensively in class, so don’t be alarmed. I’m including it purely for representative purposes, to give you a sense what a good ID answer “looks like.”
II. **Short Answer (45 points):** 15 points each; choose 3 of 5.

The Short Answer questions might take a variety of forms, and each question will have specific guidelines on what to provide. The questions will involve slightly more writing than the Identifications, and will test much of the same content covered in the list of ID terms. Examples of Short Answer questions might involve:

- Asking you to specifically compare events, institutions, or financial technologies
- Asking you to identify the source of a specific passage of primary text and answer certain questions about it. These include passages from readings (see below), as well as quotations and images from the lecture slides.
- Asking you to explain a certain financial object or historical event

**Example 1:** Consider the following passage:

Rais’d upon Hope’s aspiring Plumes,  
The young Advent’rer o’er the Deep  
   An Eagle’s Flight and State assumes,  
And scorns the middle way to keep:

   On Paper Wings he takes his Flight,  
With Wax the Father bound them fast;  
   The Wax is melted by the Height,  
And down the tow’ring Boy is cast.

A Moralist might here explain  
The Rashness of the Cretan Youth,  
   Describe his Fall into the Main,  
And from a Fable form a Truth.

   His Wings are his Paternal Rent,  
He melts his Wax at ev’ry Flame;  
   His Credit sunk, his Money spent,  
In South Seas he leaves his name.

Inform us, You, that best can tell,  
Why in yon dang’rous Gulph profound,  
   Where Hundreds and where Thousands fell,  
Fools chiefly float, the Wise are drown’d.

This passage is in the public domain.

(a) Identify the *author* of the text from which this passage is taken. (3 points)
(b) Identify the event in financial history that prompted this text to be written. (3 points)
(c) In the metaphor established in this passage, the central character is “the *Cretan Youth,*” namely the mythical figure Icarus. Who does the character of Icarus represent *in financial history?* (3 points)
(d) Comment on the significance of this passage in the context of the text as a whole. What argument is author using the Icarus metaphor to make? (6 points)
Example 2: Consider the following image:

(a) In the top right hand corner, a transaction is taking place. What nations are being represented in this transaction? What is being exchanged for what? (6 points)

(b) Approximately when did this transaction take place? What financial events helped to trigger this transaction that is depicted? (3 points)

(c) Comment briefly on this cartoon. What does it suggest about the nature of finance and global geopolitics at the time that it is depicting? (6 points)
NOTE ON READINGS

Many of the questions from the “Short Answer” section are likely to be drawn from the course readings, particularly the primary source readings. You may be asked to identify and/or comment on key passages from those readings. Note, the goal of the exam is not to “trick” you by asking specifically obscure passages. Any passage that is tested on the Exam will be selected because it has a direct connection to the broader concepts, questions, and themes of the course. The Exam will emphasize those texts that we have attended to the most closely in lecture and recitation.

The following are the texts that will be considered “fair game” for Part II the Exam. (In other words, there will not be any questions on Part II that are primarily about texts that are not on this list):

Primary Sources:


*Secondary Sources* – you may be asked to discuss the specific ideas and arguments contained in the following readings:

